Relational Grammars (RGs) are one of the higher-dimensional grammar formalisms that have been proposed for representing visual languages (VLs). This paper serves as an overview of the formalism as well as a case study of its application in a visual language interface (VLI) for process modeling. Relational Grammars are a member of the context-free family of Constraint Multiset Grammars (Marriott and Meyer this volume), and several subclasses of Relational Grammars have been proposed that have been motivated by the algorithmic demands of specific applications. The applications that have been explored go beyond the exercise of recognizing visual expressions that can be constructed with standard graphical editors. Here we focus on a business process modeling tool called ShowBiz and discuss how grammatical representation and parsing is used dynamically in creating aggregations for process encapsulation and visual focusing.
Introduction
From a classical linguistic point of view, a definition of a visual language, as with a textual language, begins with characterizing a discrete vocabulary and composition operators that can freely compose expressions. An individual grammar defines a subset of the freely composable expressions-its associated language-through a lexicon and a set of productions along with a framework for constructing derivations. Just as with natural language, one may want to distinguish syntax from semantics as well as stylistic variation from semantically meaningful variations. Thus a visual language for flowcharts, for instance, does not necessarily distinguish variations in spatial layout since it may be only the topological relationships that carry significant semantic distinctions.
Such a classical linguistic view of visual languages has its limits. While temporally-based media or 3-dimensional graphics are not ruled out, the two-dimensional domain of, say, engineering or chemical diagrams has proven to have more than sufficient challenges for representation as well as recognition. In fact, computationally tractable recognition algorithms have only been offered for a small set of what the world at large thinks of as visual languages. In the family of graph languages, for instance, only context-free graph languages have been shown to be polynomial recognizable (Brandenburg 1989) , but such comparatively simple graphs as finite state diagrams are not context-free. Thus while the classical linguistic approach may be useful, it is not at all clear that it will be widely useful to visual language applications in the most obvious sense -that is, to parse user input in visual programming environments (Wittenburg 1995) .
As discussed in the survey chapter of this volume, other applications of visual language technologies exist which do not require a complete specification of the visual language input as such. Pen-based systems, for instance, can make use of methods to recognize partial expressions and replace pen strokes with objects as they are sketched (e.g., Gross 1994) independently of whether the entire design can be recognized. Graphical design applications can make use of rule systems to automatically create composite objects and install default choices (e.g., Weitzman and Wittenburg 1993) also independently of whether the entire design can be recognized. Here we introduce another application of visual parsing techniques that recognizes partial expressions in the domain of information modeling and visualization. The idea is to use parsing to create dynamic aggregations within attributed flowgraphs that can help users focus their views of large underlying processes as well as (re)structure the information models.
In the remainder of the chapter we will first summarize the Relational Grammar formalism. Comparisons to other visual language formalisms may be found in the survey chapter of this volume. See also Marriott and Meyer (this volume) for a discussion of Relational Grammars in their proposed hierarchy of visual language formalisms. Next we describe how parsing techniques are used for attributed graph aggregation in our application, a tool for support of business process design. We conclude with a short discussion of the limits of our approach. The appendix includes the full rule set used in the application.
Relational Grammar Formalism
Relational Grammars fall within the context-free class of higher dimensional grammatical formalisms. Up till now it has been difficult to define precisely what context-freeness means for visual languages since there has been no common underlying framework. Thankfully, Marriott and Meyer (this volume) are addressing that issue. They have shown that Relational Grammars fall within the class of context-free Constraint Multiset Grammars. While it seems evident that context-free grammars are not powerful enough to represent many aspects of visual languages, we believe that it is nevertheless important to use restrictive frameworks whenever possible in order to take advantage of more efficient processing algorithms. Further, it may be possible to represent visual language phenomena with contextfree grammars in nonobvious ways. Recent history in computational linguistics provides a telling example. An influential school of computational linguistics known as Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (Gazdar et al. 1985) managed to incorporate a number of natural language phenomena initially presumed to be non-context-free into a context-free formalism. In particular, attributed context-free grammars were shown to be capable of analyzing many long-distance dependencies in natural language such as the relationship in English between a wh-question word at the initial position of an interrogative sentence and its underlying position as a direct object following a verb. For example, in the sentence "Who does John love ?" the usual linguistic analysis assumes that the word "who" has been relocated from the direct object position (shown as " "), a phenomenon that simple context-free grammars have difficulty in capturing. Their solution was to use attributes to pass information through the derivation tree to link the two positions.
Loosely speaking, a sign of context-freeness in a higher-dimensional grammar formalism is that the productions have a restricted context, namely, a single nonterminal, on their left-hand sides. A common core of such rewriting systems would be characterized as the 4-tuple G.
G = (N, T, S, P)
N is a set of nonterminals T is a set of terminals disjoint from N S, a member of N, is the start nonterminal P is a set of productions of the form A → a, where a, a replacement for A, is a composite mathematical construct such as an n-dimensional array, a tree, a graph, a set of relations. . . Not all, nor even the majority, of VL formalisms are context-free even in this loose sense. Rekers (1994) has incorporated work from general graphrewriting. Meyer (1992) has incorporated general inferencing from logic programming paradigms as has Pineda (1992) . Golin and Reiss (1989) , working in the attribute grammar paradigm, have suggested a mechanism that allows for limited reference to broader contexts. The computational complexity of most of these approaches is unknown, although Golin (1991) has reported a polynomial bound on recognition for Picture Layout Grammars. It seems that more than context-free power is needed to represent many visual languages, but as the case study of this paper will show, restricted frameworks can play useful roles without necessarily having to represent the visual language in its entirety.
Work in the Relational Grammar formalism has been motivated from the beginning by applications involving parsing. The framework was first proposed as an extension to unification grammars (Wittenburg et al. 1991; Wittenburg 1993) ; subsequently it was formalized in terms of relational structures directly (Wittenburg 1992 (Wittenburg , 1996 . Initially it was used to parse mathematical expressions and line-drawings for pen-based interfaces. Later applications made use of parsing for verifying multidimensional data (Wittenburg 1996) , offering interactive design support (Weitzman and Wittenburg 1993) , and generating multimedia documents from underlying relational information .
The expressions generable or recognizable by Relational Grammars are formally defined as follows. Definition 1. An indexed multidimensional multiset (indexed md-set) C is an n-tuple (I, R 1 ,. . . , R n ) such that R 1 ,. . . , R n are relations on the indexed multiset of symbols I.
An index here is a function from integers to members of the set. The relations, in the usual set-theoretic sense, are sets of ordered tuples in I. By convention we write an indexed md-set as an expression of the form
+ } where r i is a name for the relation in position i of R 1 . . . R n and x α ∈ I.
In visual language applications, the members of I typically are associated with the type of graphical objects. The relations are interpreted with respect to instances of positioned graphical objects and may make reference to the attributes of those objects. The implication here is that using this formalism for visual language processing requires a mapping from the indexed multidimensional multisets generated or recognized by the grammar to and from the graphical objects that may appear on a computer screen. Our approach in practice has been to construct a database that indexes instances of graphical objects implemented in object-oriented programming languages. There is then an interface from a parsing process that can query or verify relations against the database.
A simplified definition of the general class of Relational Grammars is defined as follows. Here we do not formalize relations between attribute values other than equality, but see Wittenburg (1993) for a more general treatment. We also include only binary relations, although the formalism has been generalized to include relations of any arity. 3. S is a distinguished symbol in N called the start symbol.
4. R is a finite set of relation symbols.
5. Attr is a finite set of attribute symbols.
6. P is a finite set of productions of the form A → a/β/F, where
β is a set of relational constraints of the form (r x y) where r ∈ R and x, y are either integers referencing a member of α or else an expression of the form (a i) where a ∈ Attr and i is an integer referencing a member of α.
F is a set of feature assignment statements of the form (a 0) = x where a ∈ Attr and x is either an integer referencing a member of a or an expression of the form (a i) as above.
An example of a production follows that is illustrative of visual languages that are characterized by geometric relations. Note that this example contains no attributes, a subject which we will return to later. It is typical of most visual language formalisms in that explicit relations (sometimes called constraints or operators) must be stated between members of the right-hand-side of the productions in place of the concatenation operator that is assumed for string grammars. Figure 2 includes a graphical depiction as well as the formally defined textual version of a Relational Grammar production. The nonterminal on the rules left-hand-side is represented as the enclosing shape. The labeled arrows represent relations, which in this example have natural interpretations in the realm of spatial layout.
The rule rewrites Subtree as two objects of type prim and Row standing in the below and centered-in-x relations. The integers in the textual rule definition act as references to rule elements: the left-hand-side of a rule is conventionally referenced as 0; the one or more right-hand-side elements are referenced 1. . . n in the order in which they appear in the definition. A relational constraint such as (below 2 1) is to be interpreted as a requirement that the object corresponding to rule element 2 (of type Row in this case) stands in the below relation to the object corresponding to rule element 1 (of type prim). There are actually many syntactic variations in visual grammar formalisms which boil down to this same need to reference elements of a rule in arguments to relational constraints (or operators).
A fundamental issue in visual language representation and parsing is how to treat nonterminals with respect to graphical objects and relationships. While the mapping from terminals in the grammar to graphical objects in the input or output of a graphical display is relatively straightforward, the mapping of nonterminals is not. This is because the varied relations required for visual grammars do not normally share the nice algebraic properties of string concatenation that have given rise to the standard techniques for indexing parse tables and input strings. To illustrate, let us presume a grammar having the rule in Figure 2 has other rules expanding the nonterminal category Row in such a way that a parser could build up a horizontally aligned set of primitive objects corresponding to rows. Consider the effect of checking the relations centered-in-x or below against graphical objects that make up the input -where does an object corresponding to Row come from? How can its graphical properties be determined? Note that such an object would not be present as part of the original input.
As far as we know there are two approaches to this problem, both of which have been taken in work on Relational Grammars. One is to use the grammar formalism to fully specify the properties of the nonterminal objects as a function of the terminal objects. Composite objects in the database corresponding to nonterminals in the grammar productions would then be introduced as a parser finds them through rule matches. For example, if input data is characterized as rectangular regions (which is reasonable for many graphical applications), then composites introduced through rule matches might be defined as the minimal enclosing region of the objects corresponding to the rule's daughters. Updates to a graphical object database would be required during parsing, and it is intuitively obvious how bottom-up parsing algorithms might accomplish this. Note, however, that any nondeterminism in the parser would necessitate giving these objects a tentative status.
The second approach is to avoid any direct mapping from nonterminals to the graphical world. All relational checking or querying then has to be ultimately grounded in objects corresponding to the terminal symbols of the grammar only. This latter approach is less expressive, but has given rise to predictive parsing algorithms (Wittenburg 1992 (Wittenburg , 1996 ) that seem to be precluded otherwise. It also has the advantages of simplifying the formal definitions as well as the practical interface of the grammar/parser to the graphical database.
The attributes of Definition 2 are motivated by this latter approach.
P-block
P-block y n in: out:
The class of attributes we are concerned with here are typed: they may only be bound to terminal graphic objects. Nonunary productions must include relational constraints over such objects. Feature percolation conspires to make sure that the attributes are passed between left-hand-sides and right-hand-sides of rules so that derivations will ultimately ground all such attribute values in graphical input elements.
As an illustration, consider Figure 2 , the rule set for an flowchart grammar fragment. The start symbol for this grammar is Flowchart.
A graphical depiction of each rule is again shown in Figure 2 . Two new visual conventions are in evidence that indicate the presence of attributes. First, shapes that are touching the inside border of a nonterminal object represent attributes, not graphical objects (terminals) or nonterminals. In the graphical notation in this paper we distinguish among attributes by the use of fill patterns. Attribute passing is represented by straight lines connecting pairs of attribute objects or connecting a terminal object with an attribute object. Relations, drawn as before as solid directed arcs, may now connect to attribute objects or terminal objects. All relations in a grammar such as this are intended to apply to individual members of the input set. Consider, for example, the relational constraint (connects-to 1 (in 2)) appearing in rule Flowchart. The first argument, 1, is a direct reference to a terminal object with lexical type oval. The second argument, (in 2), is an indirect reference to the value of the in attribute of an object of (nonterminal) type P-block. This attributed value will eventually be replaced by a terminal object in a successful derivation through a rule such as Basic-p-block.
Various additional restrictions on the productions of Definition 2 have been proposed that define the Connected Relational Grammar class and its subclasses Atomic Relational Grammars and Fringe Relational Grammars. The restrictions are summarized below. This first restriction defines the class of connected relational languages and is the minimum restriction necessary to utilize the bottom-up parsing algorithm presented in Wittenburg et al. (1991) . For this and other parsing algorithms, we have distinguished a set of binary relations that drive the parser, which we call the expander relations. These are the relational constraints in the productions used to satisfy Restriction 1. Expander attributes are those attributes that are placeholders for the arguments of such expander relations.
The next restriction enables the predictive algorithm presented in Wittenburg (1996) to proceed from an arbitrary start element of the input. This and the constraint that no nonterminals may appear as direct arguments of relational constraints defines the class of Atomic Relational Grammars.
Restriction 2. Each production must percolate a value for every expander attribute used in the grammar.
The flowchart grammar of Figure 2 is an example of an Atomic Relational Grammar. We can see that in and out are the only expander attributes used in the grammar and every production associates the value of each of these attributes in its left-hand-side with some value on its right-hand-side. An important link in this chain is in evidence in the rule Basic-p-block, where the values of features in and out are linked directly to terminal input, in this case, an individual input object of lexical category rectangle.
Fringe Relational Grammars, an even more restrictive class for which an Earley-style predictive recognition algorithm (Earley 1993 ) was first proposed (Wittenburg 1992) , is characterized by the further requirement that each of the expander relations independently imposes a strict partial order on the terminal symbols of I. The additional restrictions on productions and their attributes ensure that each expander relation forms a partial order on the right-hand-side elements of a rule and that such orders are maintained throughout a derivation.
The following definitions round out the definition of a formal system that can generate languages whose expressions are multidimensional indexed multisets.
Definition 3. The immediately derives relation '⇒'is defined over mdsets: Md-set (
A is a member of I 1 and I 2 is equal to I 1 except for the replacement of a single occurrence of A with the elements of α and R 1 . . . R n is equal to R 1 . . . R n except for the addition of tuples in β and the replacement of all arguments of tuples (rxy) as directed by the substitutions in F .
Definition 4. Given an Atomic Relational Grammar G = (N, Σ, S, R, Attr, P),
. . R n ) such that I j ⊆ Σ and all arguments x, y of relational tuples R 1 . . . R n are elements of I j . A visual representation of a derivation using the flowchart grammar of Figure 2 is shown in Figure 2 . The input set is indicated as filled shapes indexed by integers representing binary numbers. Relations between input elements are graphed as arcs. The visual convention in evidence heredominance represented with nonterminal symbols labeling enclosing shapesis an effective means of conveying the fact that, unlike the derivation trees of context-free string grammars, the equivalence class on derivations for these grammars is defined with trees whose daughter nodes are unordered.
The derivation depicted in Figure 2 is:
(Flowchart,∅) ⇒ ({oval 1 , P-block, oval 16 }, (connects oval 1 (in P-block)), (connects (out P-block) oval 16 )) ⇒ ({oval 1 , diamond 2 , P-block, circle 8 , oval 16 }, (connects oval 1 diamond 2 ), (y-connects diamond 1 (in P-block)), (n-connects diamond 2 circle 8 ),
(connects (out P-block) oval 1 6)) ⇒ ({oval 1 , diamond 2 , rectangle 4 , circle 8 , oval 16 }, (connects oval 1 diamond 2 ), (y-connects diamond 2 rectangle 4 ), (n-connects diamond 2 circle 8 ),
(connects rectangle 4 oval 16 )).
A Case Study
Here we discuss an application of Atomic Relational Grammars in a design tool for business process flow modeling called ShowBiz. The primary users of this tool are consultants in Bellcores professional services organization whose job is to represent and design improvements to business process workflows of their customers. To date the users have focused on activities in the work centers of large telephony concerns such as the Regional Bell Operating Companies and also on the publishing and fulfillment processes surrounding premier World Wide Web sites. An important function of such a modeling tool is to facilitate rapid qualitative understanding of complex processes. The typical life-cycle of a project for these consultants involves iterating with their customers on representations of current methods of operations. Once the basic representations are agreed upon, subsequent stages may require data gathering to support quantitative analysis and simulation. Then improved future methods of operations are designed and ultimately implemented, but not necessarily with the involvement of the same part of the Bellcore organization. Features of ShowBiz include its easily customizable object-oriented representations, its ability to automatically generate views based on projections of process diagrams onto hierarchical attribute spaces, its one-step WWW publishing capabilities (imagemaps and html text files with automatically generated links), and its interfaces to external tools for simulation and analysis. Here we concentrate on the features that utilize Relational Grammar representations and parsing. We begin with an overview of the interface from the users' perspective and follow with some comments on the grammar we employed.
Parsing in support of information abstraction
Visualization plays an important role in supporting rapid qualitative understanding of workflows. It is important to be able to easily hide and reveal levels of detail and construct alternative views of complex operations. In order to create more highly structured and concise models, reusable workflow components should be identified. Just as well-structured programming languages facilitate understanding and design, well-structured information models do the same. Relational Grammar representations and parsing op-erations in ShowBiz are designed to facilitate the creation of well-structured models and views in support of qualitative understanding of workflows.
Existing commercial flowcharting and process modeling tools standardly support the feature of hierarchically structured flowgraphs, where a single node in a graph can be expanded into another window, in which more detail is shown. However, these hierarchical structures must be assembled by hand and, once created, they are not easily changed. A distinguishing feature of ShowBiz is that users can easily form alternative hierarchies for the purposes of encapsulation or viewing. Figure 3 .1 shows a screen shot of a "home view" for a ShowBiz flowgraph, in which users can enter process flow information and manually specify graph layout through node placement. Arc layout is done automatically based on user-controlled node positioning: arc positions are computed incrementally as a user drags nodes, thus allowing for fine-tuning of the layout.
The nodes with dog-eared corners represent reduced subflows that can either be expanded into the current diagram or viewed in another window. As users iterate on their models or construct views to focus on aspects of the representation, they can freely form aggregated subflows by invoking a parsing operation. The parser expects there to be one or more nodes preselected. It then expands out from the selected items seeking a derivation that includes the selected items and that is headed by the category P-block.
FIGURE 5. Extending a selection to a subflow group
The parser terminates with the first such derivation found and the system selects that subgraph. The user can then operate upon the selected subflow for viewing or data organization purposes, replacing the selected subgraph with one of the dog-eared nodes.
For example, let us presume that the user has selected the node labeled "Business Subscriber?" appearing near the center of Figure 3 .1. A menu item labeled "Extend Selection to Subflow Group" would then be enabled, and, if chosen, would invoke a parsing operation. The result of such a parse in this case would be the group selection of the subflow nodes shown with heavy outlines in Figure 3 .1. (The selection of arcs connecting a selected group of nodes is implicit.) It is guaranteed through the grammar that such a subflow meets all the requirements for encapsulation. The user may continue to invoke this grouping operation until a subgraph of the appropriate size is selected.
Once the larger group has been selected, other operations are enabled as shown in the menu in Figure 3 .1. Users may reduce the subflow to a node in the same diagram or encapsulate the subflow for subsequent reuse by moving it to a separate file. This operation is similar to cut and paste, except that in addition it splices in an encapsulated subflow node in place of the subflow graph being removed and takes care of some bookkeeping operations such as adding Start and End nodes to the newly created subflow diagram.
The aggregation algorithm we use is a wrapper around the nondeter-ministic bottom-up parsing algorithm presented for unification grammars in Wittenburg et al. (1991) . A similar variant was used in Weitzman and Wittenburg (1993) . The basic idea is to repeatedly invoke a bottom-up parsing algorithm on an input set that may change, and initially may include only part of the total expression in the workspace. In this case, the input set is initialized with a user selection and it grows outwards until the parse succeeds or else there is no further input to add. Success in this case does not imply that a derivation covers all the input processed, but only that a derivation exists that covers a superset of the initial starting set. Our parsing algorithm allows us to incrementally add to the parse table at each iteration of the loop and reuse the previous analyses rather than forcing a complete reprocessing of the input. From an interface point of view, reduction of visual complexity through such aggregation operations is only part of the story towards creating effective visual presentations. The space freed up by reducing a subgraph should now be utilized by other graph elements still present. And of course the complementary insertion operations need to make room for subgraphs that may require more graphical real estate than the original encapsulated subflow node. While we have not achieved an automated solution in the manual layouts evident in Figures 3.1 and 3.1, there are automatically generated layouts available in the ShowBiz tool. In these cases the reduction and insertion operations trigger a new global layout so that space is fully utilized. Figure 3 .1 shows an automated layout in which aggregated subflow nodes have been expanded in place. After each expansion or reduction operation, the graph is laid out again globally as well as scaled to fit into the available window. This layout algorithm and its visualization properties are discussed more fully in Wittenburg and Weitzman (1997) .
Grammar Issues
The language on which aggregation operations are based represents conventional flowchart program blocks augmented to account for concurrency.
FIGURE 6. An expanded process view whose layout is automatically generated Start and end nodes are ovals. Tasks are rectangles, which allow only a single arc in and a single arc out. Decision nodes (diamonds) allow a binary branch-out. Case nodes allow for n-ary branching out. For branching in, we posited a special joint node that is drawn as a small circle. Well-formed expressions in this language have a corresponding branching-in node (a joint) with the same arity of incoming arcs as the most recent branching out node that precedes it. Additionally, we allow for cycles and concurrency by "overloading" the joint category. The complete grammar is included in the Appendix.
It is relatively straightforward to use Relational Grammars to represent well-structured flowchart program blocks. This context-free formalism is designed to handle hierarchically decomposable visual languages, and wellstructured flowcharts are a prime example, particularly when joints are used as nested branch-in points as is evident in our grammar and in Figure 3 .1. However, the enforcement of a strictly hierarchical visual syntax was a matter of controversy with some of our users. Some wanted to be able to informally sketch process diagrams, particularly at early stages of a project, without being constrained to properly nested diagrams. The result was a language of general directed graphs in which arcs can occur freely between any pairs of nodes. The visual analog of GOTOs are of course then allowed. Such a visual language is not context-free and not representable with a Relational Grammar.
Such user requests led us to utilize parsing for aggregation and not for interpretation of the flow diagrams. However, we believe that the interface could be usefully extended to employ parsing in helping users to create well-structured flowcharts should they desire to do so. The approach would allow for informal freeform authoring that at subsequent stages could be "cleaned up." We have taken preliminary steps at implementing a feature called "diagram helper" in ShowBiz that is designed to support users who want to work in an initial freeform mode. The philosophy and methods for design support of this kind have been documented more fully in Weitzman and Wittenburg (1993) in the context of graphic design. The basic idea is to introduce a layer of processing that matches against partial expressions that the user constructs, proposing actions when a match is found. This layer employs a different grammar whose goal is to recognize subexpressions at the user interaction layer that can be mapped to other expressions that are reintroduced into the input. Such a layer can do error correction; for example, if a user attempts to draw a second branch-in arc directly to a rectangle in ShowBiz (instead of to a joint node, which would be the proper thing to do), the pattern will be recognized and corrected by introducing a joint node and creating the appropriate arcs. So a single user gestureadding one arc between two nodes -actually causes two arcs and a node to be added and a previously existing arc to be rerouted.
While it is clear that some kinds of subexpressions outside the target language, such as the example just mentioned, are easily recognized and corrected, others cases (such as arbitrary GOTOs) are more complicated. Future work is needed to investigate rule sets to support the mapping of ill-structured flowgraphs to well-structured ones. One of the open questions is whether context-free grammars will be sufficient to meet these demands. Another is the relationship between the target language grammar and the error-correcting rules and operations.
Conclusion
After reviewing the context-free visual language framework of Relational Grammars, we have discussed the use of representation and parsing to support dynamic hierarchical structuring for information modeling and visualization. In contrast to most published work on visual languages, we do not use grammars to fully specify the visual language as a whole. The applications interpretation functions (which support format translations and other export options) rely on general graph sorting and traversal methods and do not depend on using a grammar to parse the diagrams. Thus we have avoided some of the difficult problems in visual language specification and yet, we think, have offered a set of useful services to our application. We have suggested future directions in which similar parsing techniques might be used to migrate unconstrained initial sketches of process diagrams to more strictly defined well-structured flowgraphs.
The "scaling up" problem for visual languages has often been noted; that is, as expressions become more complex, visual languages typically require more space for presentation and layout when compared to text alternatives. Focusing techniques thus become essential. Among the many techniques that have been suggested to reduce visual complexity are generalized zooming interfaces such as Pad++ (Bederson and Hollan 1994) , graphical fisheye views (Sarkar and Brown 1992) , and graph-based interfaces that support a variety of abstraction operations including node and arc hiding and/or ghosting (Kimelman et al. 1995) . Over the course of this project it has become clear to us that there is a need for both geometricbased operations in support of visual focusing as well as for logically-based aggregation operations. Subflow encapsulation for the purpose of information modeling has stricter requirements than what is needed simply for visual focusing. While one may want to verify that a subflow has all the necessary structure to be encapsulated, one does not always need to do rule-based aggregation for visual focusing. For example, one may want to de-emphasize all nodes of a certain type whether or not they are connected or form a logically coherent group. Thus we see these various methods as largely complementary and would not want to claim that grammar-based methods will be the complete solution to the reduction of visual complexity in diagrammatic interfaces.
Will visual language theory have impact on the visual language interfaces of tomorrow? Only if declarative grammar-based techniques can solve problems or add functionality not easily achieved with procedural event-based methods. We must overcome the perception, if not the reality, that higherdimensional grammar-based methods are computationally inefficient. One way to do this, as represented in the work here, is to find tractable subproblems that are within the representational scope of weaker formalisms.
(defentry (case flowchart-lexicon) (:cat branch-out-node))
Grammar productions
The first form declares the grammar and its start categories. We allow Pblock, in additional to Flow, as a start category so that these fragments can be recognized for the purpose of forming encapsulated subflows. The remaining forms are for individual productions.
(defgrammar 'flowchart-grammar :startcat '(Flow p-block))
The top-level flowchart rule. A P-block with terminators.
(defrule (flowchart flowchart-grammar) (0 Flow (setf (in 0) 1 (out 0) 3)) (1 terminator)(2 P-block (follows 1 (in 2))) (3 terminator (follows (out 2) 3)))
Flow

P-block
This next rule makes a simple procedure a P-block.
(defrule (raise-to-p-block flowchart-grammar) (0 P-block (setf (in 0) 1 (out 0) 1)) (1 procedure))
P-block procedure
This rule grows P-blocks. Note that we use the predicate no-larger-p-block to avoid building semantically equivalent P-blocks.
